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Abstract
The accident and death data from 2002 to 2015 were obtained from State Administration of
Work Safety of China to investigate the relationship between gross domestic product (GDP)
and accident. The statistical analysis shows that the accident, death and the death rate of per
hundred million yuan present an exponential decreasing trend with the increase of national
GDP. The chemical accident data in different provinces were further analyzed. It shows that
the dangerous chemical accidents primarily distribute in the regions with better economic
development, so more safety measures should be taken to prevent the accidents during
economic development. In addition, the next three years of accidents were predicted based on
auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. The results show that the
following two years accidents predicted will be reduced by 4.3% and 6.5% than the last year.
Keywords: China insurance industry, Foreign fund, Challenge
1. Introduction
The average annual rate of economic growth in China is 9.69% from 2002 to 2015. With the
rapid economic development, China is struggling to balance the demands of a booming
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economy with growing accidents concerns. A large number of severe accidents occur in
China every year, which brings some physical and social damages to the whole society [1]. In
2015, there are still some severe accidents occurred in China, one of which occurred at a
chemical warehouse in city of Tianjin on 12 August 2015 and caused 165 deaths and loss of
6.866 billion yuan.
Economic development can improve quality of our lives. However, accidents can cause a lot
of loss both in economy and casualty. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the health and
safety system to prevent such accidents [2]. In the process of economy development, the
accidents are always difficult to avoid. The governmental officials at all levels feel great
pressure to maintain a high rate of gross domestic product (GDP) growth while avoiding
accidents. In most cases, they put the economic development on priority, but not on the
environmental, health and safety issues [3, 4]. Revealing the inherent relation between
economy and accidents can help to reduce the accidents. Therefore, it is necessary to study
the relationship between accident and economy growth. Kopits and Cropper [5], and Yannis
[6] studied the relationship between traffic fatalities and economic growth.
Carrion-i-Silvestre et al. [7] analyzed the stationary of the real per capita health care
expenditure (HCE) and real per capita GDP. What is more, Sülkü and Caner [8] investigated
the long-run relationship among per capita GDP, per capita health expenditures and
population growth rate. Halıcı-Tülüce et al. [9] revealed the relationship between health
expenditure and economic growth. van Dijk et al. [10] revealed the importance of
occupational safety and health (OSH). However, few studies were reported on the
relationship between GDP and accident. As GDP is the key index to express the economic
growth, it is quite important both for the development and accident prevention. The
relationship between accident and the GDP was studied based on the statistical data of
economy and accident of China in this work.
2. Data collection
In China, there are totally 31 provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities, while they
present significant differences in economic development, accidents and populations among
the regions, which form a valuable data base to study the inherent relationship between GDP
and accident.
An accident is a detrimental event that occurs unexpectedly and unintentionally. Physical
damages include unintended collisions or falls, being injured by touching something sharp,
hot, electric, or ingesting poison. The accident data were cited from the website of State
Administration of Work Safety (SAWS). In the present work, all kinds of events are
considered, such as industrial accidents, traffic accidents. The death used in this work refers
the total number that occurred in that year - including from natural causes, fire, traffic,
crashes, etc.
The population and economy data were adopted from the website of National Bureau of
Statistics of China. Other related data were cited from websites. GDP is usually calculated on
an annual basis, but is the monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced
within a country's borders in a specific time period. It includes all of private and public
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consumption, government outlays, investments and exports less imports that occur within a
defined territory. It can be expressed as:
GDP = C + G + I + NX

(1)

where C is equal to all private consumption or consumer spending in the national economy, G
is the sum of government spending, I is the sum of all the country's businesses spending on
capital, NX denotes the nation's total net exports and is equal to the total exports minus total
imports (NX = exports – imports).
3. Analysis and Discussion
3.1 Relationship between Accident and Casualty
Figure 1 shows the relationship between accidents and deaths from 2002 to 2015 based on the
data of the whole country. It can be seen that the number of death and accident decreases year
by year. In addition, there is an agreement between the decreasing trends of two parameters,
which means that if more accidents occur, it will cause more deaths inescapably. Under that
condition, some measures should be taken on safety management to control the accidental
casualties. Accidents show a declining trend from 2002 to 2015, and accordingly the number
of death drops with accidents synchronously.
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Fig. 1 The accident and death vs. year from 2002 to 2015 in China
3.2 Relationship between accident, death and GDP from years 2002 to 2015
Figure 2 shows the GDP changing trend from 2002 to 2015. It can be seen that GDP increases
rapidly from 2002 to 2015. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are the curves of accidents, deaths and deaths
rate of per hundred million yuan vs. GDP from2002 to 2015 in China. In the figures, the
horizontal projections to y axis are the number of accidents, the number of death and deaths
rate of per hundred million yuan respectively. Here the GDP refers to the total GDP of China.
Deaths rate of per hundred million yuan means the number of deaths caused by accidents for
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every one hundred million yuan output. As a statistic index, it can also be used to weigh the
relation between accident and GDP.
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Fig. 2 The GDP vs. year from 2002 to 2015
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Fig. 4 The death rate of per hundred million yuan vs. GDP from 2002 to 2015
By fitting the data in figures, the nonlinear equations are given as follows:
Accident-GDP relationship:

  2.24 106 e
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 294854.354

(2)
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(3)

Death-GDP relationship:
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Deaths rate-GDP relationship：

  2.93e
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(4)

where α, β and γ are the number of accident, the number of death and death rate of per
hundred million yuan, respectively. While the fitted nonlinear tend means that the accidents,
deaths and death rate of per hundred million yuan get smaller with the GDP increase. All the
figures show the decreasing exponential relations with increasing national GDP year by year,
which indicates that in the development of the national GDP these years, at the same time,
safety condition is becoming increasingly better.
3.3 Relations between accidents and GDP from provinces in China
A chemical accident is the unintentional release of one or more hazardous substances which
could harm human health and the environment. Such events include fires, explosions,
leakages or releases of toxic or hazardous materials that can cause people illness, injury,
disability, and even death. The accidents of dangerous chemical compared with other types of
accidents, normally account for a large proportion of the accidental statistics. Therefore,
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relation between dangerous chemical accidents with GDP was selected as a representative,
which are collected from different regions in China. Fig. 5 shows chemical accident and GDP
of different provinces in the year of 2011. It can be seen that there are similar correlations
between dangerous chemical accidents and GDP for different regions in China. In addition,
the chemical accidents primarily distribute in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong and Guangdong
provinces, where GDP outputs are larger than other regions. Likewise, the accidents in
regions such as Xizang, Qinghai occur less frequently, which is attributed to their GDP
outputs. This phenomenon relates to the distribution of chemical enterprises in the whole
country. Therefore, though the number of accident is decreasing with the increase of GDP
from the lever of the whole country. It is noted that developed provinces should pay more
attention to safety production, and being aware of balancing the relationship between GDP
and safety issues.

Fig. 5 The chemical accidents and GDP of different provinces in 2011
4. Forecast on accidents and GDP based on ARIMA model
Auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model is one of the most commonly
used models in time series analysis, which provides a set of effective prediction technologies.
It regards a sequence of data formed by forecast indexes over time as a random sequence with
their dependence on the continuity of original data. By using this model, the future accidents
can be predicted based on the history data, as shown in Fig. 6. Accident and GDP are selected
as variables as the function of time from 2002 to 2017. Based on the ARIMA model, the GDP
and growth rate of year 2017 can be predicted. It can be seen that the GDP shows a slight
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increase, and the growth rate is approximately 6.9% than the last year. On the other hand, the
number of accidents continues to decrease, respectively, reduced by 4.3% and 6.5% than the
last year. According to this prediction, although there are relative errors to some degree, it
agrees well with the above conclusion that accident shows the decreasing trend with national
GDP increasing year by year.
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Fig. 6 The forecast on GDP and accident vs time from 2002 to 2017
5. Conclusions
At present, the economic situation becomes better, and at the same time, the safety draws
increasing attention and maintains well through the effort of official governments. The
statistic data show that the death presents incremental nonlinear relation with the accidents.
The accident, death and the death rate of per hundred million yuan present the exponential
decreasing trend as national GDP increases year by year. Besides, the chemical accidents
from developed provinces were compared with other areas in China. The analysis indicates
that the majority of chemical accidents distribute in developed provinces. In addition,
according to ARIMA prediction model, the accident was predicted that it inversely
proportional to the GDP of whole country.
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